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PREFACE
Future manned space programs that will have increased launch frequencies
and reusable systems require an implementation of new consumables and systems
management techniques that will relieve both the operr.tions support personnel
and flight crew activities. These techniques must be developed for the opti-
mum combination of an onboard and ground support consumables management sys-
tem consistent with the goals of the program. Effective operational perform-
ance of the consumables management techniques of a total system requires that
a very explicit definition of the time, place, and method of performance of
each function be determined by trade studies to ascertain that the operation-
al methods do, indeed, meet these goals. This requires that the complete:
consumables management cycle be considered by including the mission planning
and scheduling functions, prelaunch activities, onboard mission functions,
;round mission support functions, and postmission activities.
Formulation of models required for the mission planning and scheduling
'unction and establishment of the relation of those models to prelaunch, on-
board, ground support, and postmission functions for the development phase
f advanced spacecraft was conducted under Contract NAS9-14264.
Analytical models and techniques were developed which consist of a
Mission Planning Processor (MPP) with appro 'p riate consumables data base,
methods of recognizing potential constraint violations in both the planning
and flight operations functions, and Flight Data Files for storage/retrieval
of information over extended periods interfacing with Flight Operations Pro-
cessors for monitoring of the actual flights. Consumables subsystems con-
sidered in the MPP were electrical power, environmental control and life
support, propulsion, hydraulics and auxiliary power.
Development of Space Transportation System (STS) interactive computer
program MPP Working Model was conducted under Part IV of this Research and
Technology Objectives and Plans (RTOP) and is based on studies conducted
during the preceding Parts I, II and III. The period of performance for
Part IV was 1 November 1976 through 31 August 1978.
The final report for Part IV of this contract is presented in an Execu-
tive Summary and two technical volumes. The technical volumes are:
Volume I - Mission Planning Processor Development and Volume 11 - Mission
Planning Processor User Guide.
Severdl formal reports were issued during the period of perforrulce of
Part IV and are so noted in the References of the Executive Summary and
Volume 1.
This particular report presents a user guide for the Consumables Mis-
sion Planning Processor.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report presents a users guide for the MPP. The MPP is used in
the evaluation of particular missions, with appropriate display and storage
of relate. consumables data.
The user interface was a prime consideration in the development of this
4nalytical tool. The user interface is designed to afford routine process-
ing of the consumables aspect of mission planning and flight operations by
personnel not specifically skilled in consumables technology. This Dartic-
ular design goal influenced the concept in several considerations. First,
all operational requirements of a flight which impact consumables, regard-
less of particular mission requirements are included in the Execution. The
system has an update/edit capability such that the fidelity of the resulting
consumables data can be increased as the user knowledge of that particular
flight increases, or replannin rl is necessary, over a span time of approxi-
mately ten years from the long-range planning stage through flight opera-
tions. In addition, the user input/control is at the mission-related rather
than consumables-related variable level.
These goals are accomplished by use of an on-line/demand mode computer
terminal Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Display. The process is such that the user
merely adds specific mission/flight functions to a skeleton flight and/or
alters the skeleton. The skeleton flight includes operational aspects from
prelaunch thKough Ground Support Requipment (GSE) connect after rollout as
required to place the STS in a parking orbit, maintain the spacecraft and
crew for the stated on-orbit period and return.
The system uses a set of standard flight/mission components, represent-
ing portions of a flight which are to be combined in various sequences to
satisfy a particular mission. The set of f light/mission components is shown
in Table I. The set consists of five flight phases from prelaunch through
entry and landing. The flight phases must be performed sequentially in the
flight profile. The phases are further divided into phase components. The
phase components are either sequential or non-sequential with respect to
the profile. For all flight phases other than on-orbit, the phase components
Table 1. Flight/Mission Components
PRELAUNCH PHASE
ASCENT PHASE
GSE-Liftoff
Liftoff-MECO
MECO-ETS
ETS-OMSign
ON-ORBIT PHASES AND ACTIVITIES
Orbital Phases
OMS Maneuver
RCS Translation Maneuver
Attitude Hold
Rendezvous
Station Keeping
Dock
Unlock
PTC
EVA
IVA
Manipulator Ops
IMU Alignment
Orbital Activities
Payload Bay Doors
Payload Consumables
Computer
TV
Downlink
Uplink
Fuel Cell Purge
Eat
Sleep
Waste Management
APU Checkout
DEORBIT PHASE
Deorbit to Pre-Deorbit Burn
Burn to Interface
ENTRY AIJD LANDING PHASE
Interface to Stop Roll
Stop Roll to GSE Connect
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. .
are sequential. The on-orbit phase is divided into two sets of non-sequential
phase components. The two sets, orbital phases and orbital activities, are
distinguished primarily by their operational characteristics with respect to
the profile. Orbital phases are unique to a mission and, in general, items
from this set cannot be performed simultaneously. Orbital activities are
cyclic type of operations which may vary in magnitude and location with re-
spect to the profile, but are, in general, operationally required on all
flights. This distinction is significant in application of the program in
that flight planning consists of standardized flight phases, standardized
magnitude and location of orbital activities, selected orbital phases, and
several unique orbital activities required to satisfy the particular mission
objective.
Daring near-term planning, the MPP can be used to build and use mission
plans with increasing detail and fidelity as the launch approaches. The pro-
gram provides immediate feedback to the user concerning scheduling conflicts
and consumable usage rate limit violations. The user has the option to gen-
erate and display event timelines, consumable usage versus mission time, and
total consumables used and/or end of mission reserves for each consumable
subsystem. The results can De stored in the Flight Data File for recall.
Application of the program is explained in the subsequent text to famil-
iarize the user with the operating system. The program is user prompted
through the displays such that the subject familiarization should be suffi-
cient to qualify a potential user to operate the program. Detailed operating
information which the user may wish to use as reference in actual mission
planning application is included in Appendices A, a and C.
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2.0 INITIALIZATION AND CONTROL
The first `isplav presented co the user upon pr,
Executive Control Display as shown on Figure 1. This
request a Run Mode indicator. Enter the integer 1 or
Event mode, respectively, as instructed on Figure 1.
is net implemented at this time. If the integer 2 is
will default to the Active mode and a message to this
agram execution is the
eisplay will initially
2 to select Active or
The Event mode option
entered the program
effect will be displayed.
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Figure 1. Executive Control Display
In the Active mode the display first requests a mission Identifier (ID).
The Identifier is a 6 character word for the convenience of the user to i6an-
tify hard copy of subsequent displays.
	 It is not a program control parameter.
Having accepted a mission ID the display will request a data option.
There are two data options. The first data option, selected by entering the
integer 3, is for a Cold Start on a new mission. The second data option,
selected by entering the integer 4, is a Restart for modification and update
of previously constructed mission data.
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The Cold Start option will bring up the Configuration Block Display shown
on Figure 2. The display will initially reflect default values for d crew of four
(4.0) item 1, and no consumables kits in items 2 through 4. The inclination,
launch time, and liftoff weight wil l initially display values of zero. These
latter parameters (iteos 5 through 9) are not used by the program i n evaluating
the mission, they are for user reference only. The user may modify any or all
of the parameters associated with the configuration. A parameter is modified
by entering the appropriate integer item number and subsequent entry of the new
value upon request by the display. Note that the dimensional units for eau.
parameter are given on the display. Entry of the integer 11 (last item number
plus 2) will return to the Executive Control Display and request the next
instruction. In the return process the program is loaded with data for a
skeleton	 t r.,ith configuration parameters resident at the time of the return.
Crow related activities such as eat, sleep, and waste management will reflect
the crew size as specified on the Configuration Block Display.
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Figure 2. Configuration Block Display
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The alternate selection of the Restart mode will inform the user that
the File 1 drta has been loaded, bring up the Configuration Block Display,
and proceed similar to a Cold Start. In this case, modification to the crew
size will be reflected only in the baseline data. Appropriate modification
to the eat, sleep, and waste management activities for the addition or dele-
tion of crew mewbers must he entered via the activity associated display bi
the user. Note that this option requires the callup of File 1 data (see
Appendix A).
Execution of either of the above Data Options completes the program
initialization. Subsequent program control is through the last three items
of Interactive Scheduling, Data Output, or Exit (5, 6, or 7) as shown on the
Executive Control Display (Figure 1). Application of these control instruc-
tions are discussed in the next three sections of this report.
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3.0 INTERACTIVE SCHLOULMG
The Interactive Scheduling mode allows the user to n„)jit the resident
mission and related consumables data. At this point in execution, the opera-
tion procedure and subsequent internal computation are independent of the
method of in,tialization (Section 2).
3.1	 FLIGHT BLOCK.
The first display presented to the user upon selection of the In^eractive
Scheduling option is the Flight Block Display shown on Figure 3. The display
presents an overview of the five flight phases from prelaunch through entry
and landing. The user may select to work with any of the five phases or re-
turn to the I_xecutiie Control Display. Selection of a particular phase is
accomplished by entering the integer item number associated with that partic-
ular phase. Return to the Executive Control Display is accomplished by enter-
ing the integer 7 (last item number plus 2). Modification of the various items
is as follows:
Item l: The user may modify the existing prelaunch period. A modification
will be reflected in both the prelaunch period and the start time of the pre-
launch.
Items 2 through 5: Will bring up the display (;f i)ha le components for the
phase selected.	
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Figure 3.	 Flight Biuck Display
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Selection of items 2, 4, or 5 brings up one of three similar type displays.
Figure 4 illustrates the Ascent Block Display for the selection of item 2.
Here, the user may modify the delta time associated with any or all of the
ascent phase components. Modifications and their effect are inimediately re-
flected on this display and in the data resident for the remaining displays.
The entry of the integer 6 will return the Flight [clock Display to the CRT.
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Figure 4. Ascent block Display
Selection of item 3 with the Fliyht Block Display on the CRT will briny
up the On-Orbit Block Display as shown on Figure 5. With this display the user
can modify the total time on-orbit or bring up a phase or activity menu.
Modification of Lhe on-orbit time (item 1) is effected by entering the integer
1 and the delta time as requested by the display. Operation with the phases
and activities is discussed in the subsequent section.
3.2 ORBITAL PHASES AND ACTIVITIES
The Orbital Phase menu shown on Figure 6 is brought up by keying the
intege- 2 while the On-Orbit Block Display (Figure 5) is on the CRT. The
Orbital Phase Menu Display provides the user with a menu of orb i tal phases
which the user may wish to add, delete, or modify. T he number of resident
entries of each phase is also dispiayed in additior to a modified indicator.
A mod flag val , ie of one (1) refers to a modification during this execution.
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Figure 6. Orbital Phase Menu Display
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A typical orbital phase display is shown on Figure 7. Figure 7, the
Orbital Maneuv^rinq System (OMS) Maneuver Display, affords the user addition,
modification, and/or deletions of OMS maneuvers to the timeline. As shown,
there are 8 OMS maneuvers resident which may be modified or deleted, or OMS
meneuver y may be added. Procedure is as follows:
ADD: The user enters the inteqer 9 and the display will request the corres-
ponding start time and AV for the additional OMS maneuver. Entered values
and the calculated stop time are immediately displayed as item 9. Cyclic
operation, which allows the user to add more than one item is periodic. For
these phases (or activities) tho display will request start time, stop time,
duty cycle and period. The duty cycle is the fractional time active o,,er
the period. Entry of the value of zero for the period and the duty cycle
will result in a single rather than a multiple entry.
MODIFY: The user enters the item number of the resident OMS maneuver to be
modified. The display will request the new start time and , •,V. Modified and
calculated values are immediately displayed.
DELETE: The user enters the negative integer value of the resident OMS ma-
neuver item number to be deleted. This display will delete the values of
that item number and reorder the subsequent item numbers. That 'is, the dis-
play will now reflect 7 OMS maneuvers resident and OMS maneuver 8 may be
added.
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Figure 7. OMS Maneuver Display
i
The preceding discussion is typical for operation with any phase on the
menu. The user should refer to Appendix B for details on the specific
phases.
The Orbital Activity Menu Display, shown on Figure 8, is brought up by
keying the integer 4 when the On-Orbit Block Display (Figure 5) is on the
CRT. Typical orbital activity display with appropriate control and input
variables is shown on Figure 9. Operation with the activities is the same
as for the phases previously discussed.
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Figure 8. Orbital Activity Menu Display
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Figure	 9. Typical
	 Orbital
	 Activity Display
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The Orbital Phase and Activity Summaries (items 3 and 5) of Figure 5 are
not available in the current version of the program.
In the interactive scheduling mode the user will be advised by the dis-
play of a scheduling conflict or electrical power constraint violation. The
scheduling conflict message is displayed if any item listed on the current
CRT Orbital Phase or Activity Display is involved in a conflict. The elec-
trical power constraint violation message is displayed if a constraint is
recognized during the most recent argumented time span for the resident phase
or activity display. A summary of the conflicts and constraint violations is
available as an output option (see Section 4.0).
i
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4.0 OUTPUT CONTROL
The Executive Control Display (Figure 1) is used to tr-±nsfer from in-
teractive scheduling to output. The entry of the integer 6 with the Executive
Control Display on the CRT will bring up a selection of output options as
shown on Figure 10. There are two output options available; Display and Store.
Both are controlled through the Display Option item number. as follows:
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Figure 10. Output Control Display
4.1
	
DATA DISPLAY OPTIONS
Item 0: Entry of the integer 0 will result in a return to the Executive Con-
trol Display (Note: 'The Output Control Display is the single exception in
which the integer 0 is used to return to the previous display rather than the
greatest displayed option number plus two.)
Item 1: The program will transfer to the store option block and request the
particular store options discussed subsequently (Section 4.2).
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Item 2: The CRT will display the scheduling conflict information such as
shown on Figure 11, and return to the Output Luntrol Display (f igure 10) auto-
mat icaIly.
Item 3:	 (dot implemented)
Item 4: The CRT will display the timeline data as shown on Figure 12. Paging
is required as noted on the display. Return to the Output Control Display is
automatic after completion of the timeline. The information presentee' is the
ordering of resident mission events with respect to minimum start time.
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Figure 11. Typical Scheduling Conflict Table
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Figure 12. Typcal Event Timeline
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Figure 12. Typical Event Timeline (Continued)
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Figure 12.	 Typical Event Timeline (Concluded)
Item 5:	 (Not implemented)
Item 6: The CRT will display a summary of the consumables for the mission as
resident, and return to the Output Control Display (Figure 10). A Consumables
Summary Display is shown on Figure 13.
Item 7: The CRT will display the Electrical Power Rate Violation table for
this mission as resident, and return to the Output Control Display (Figure 10).
A typical rate violation table is shown on Figure 14. This particular table
illustrates two potential violations of power level in excess of 21 KW for
periods exceeding 60 minutes.
The data display options may be exercised at any time during an execution
to review the status of the mission as resident. The Data Store options dis-
cussed subse q uently, however, terminate the interactive scheduling option for
that execution.
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Figure 13. ^_onsumables Summary Display
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Figure 14.	 Typical Electrical Power Rate Violation Table
4.2
	 DATA STORE OPTIONS
With the Output Control Display (Figure 10) on the CR1, a request of
Item 1 from tha display option well transfer to the store option mode and
request the store option instruction.
Item 0: Entry cif the integer 0 will transfer back to the Executive Control
Display (Figure 1).
Item 1: The program will write out the File 1 data, inform the user that the
data has been stored, and request an additional store option instruction. The
File 1 data is the storage file to save the mission in its present form for
future modification.	 (See Appendix A).
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Item 2: The program will write out a File 2 data tape, inform the user that
the data has been stored, and request an additional store option instruction.
The File 2 data tape is for plotting of consumables versus time for the mis-
sion as resident. An output tape must be mounted for this storage (see
Appendix A).
Item 3: Not Implemented.
Iter, 4: Not Implemented.
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5.0 EXIT
With the Executive Control Display (Figure 1) on the CRT, the entry of
the inteqer 7 will terminate the execution.
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APPENDIX A
CUMPUTER OPERATIONS
This appendix illustrates the sequence of computer instructions for
typical executions.
A Cold Start (skeleton mission) with output of File 1 and/or File 2
data for tape storage is shown on Figure A-1. The update of a File 1 is
illustrated on Figure A-2. Figures A-3 and A-4 are similar to A-1 and A-2,
respectively, except they reflect instruction when operating with a secured
file rather than a tape storage system. Tape numbers, file names, and user
tape identification shown on these figures are samples. The RUN CARD shown
is abbreviated.
The deck set-up for -ler,eration of Consumahles Data plots from a File 2
tape using the Univac 1110 Exec 8 version of TRWPLT is shown on Figure A-5.
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APPENDIX B
DESCRIPTION OF ON-ORBIT PHASES AND ACTIVITIES
This appendix describes the contents of the various on-orbit phases and
activities used in the construction of a flight. 	 Information concerning con-
trol variables, included actions, and dotes pertaining to application of the
individual element to a development of a mission are presented for user
reference.
Reference will be made as regards the maximum number of entries allow-
able for each activity. This is a program, not an Orbiter limitation.
OMS Maneuver
The OMS maneuver is used to effect a change in the orbit of the Shuttle
using the thrust generated by the OMS engines. The activity is initiated by
the performance of an Inertial Measurement Unit (IM'') alginment, after which
the Guidance Navigation & Control (GN&C), Reaction Control Subsystem (RCS),
and OMS subsystems are configured by the crew to the desired thrusting pro-
gram. A rotational maneuver using the RCS thrusters is then performed to
place the Shuttle in the attitude required for the burn. Ignition of the
OMS engines is then effected to the thrust level and for the time duration
necessary to attain the desired orbital change, with RCS thrusting used dur-
ing OMS firing to maintain the proper attitude. An RCS trim burn, if re-
quired, follows OMS engines shutdown, after which a second RCS rotational
maneuver is performed to fix the spacecraft attitude in the new acquired
orbit. Reconfiguration of the spacecraft subsystems by the crew completes
the OMS maneuver.
The user specifies the start time of the burn and the GV. Preparation
period, burn time, ane post-burn activities will be calculated by the program
and included. The program assumes that the last burn is the deorbit burn.
To ensure the user that a deorbit burn is included in the mission, any modi-
fication to the flight block data (Figure 3 of text) will delete the resident
deorbit burn and reschedule a standard default burn. In this respect the
user should always check the deorbit burn, and modify as required, after
changes in the flight block are entered. The maximum number of OMS maneuvers
is ten (10) per flight.
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RCS Translation Maneuvers
The objective of the RCS translation maneuver is to effect an orbital
change of the Shuttle by the use of the RCS thrusters. A preparation period
during which GN&C equipment is activated and a rotation maneuver performed
to fix the spacecraft attitude precedes the translation burn. The activity is
terminated after the targeted thrust has been acheived. RCS translation ma-
neuvers are typically used during rendezvous, docking, and undocking opera-
tions.
The user specifies the start time of the burn and the .'.V. Preparation
period and burn time are included automat{^.ally. The maximum number of RCS
translation maneuvers is ten (10) per flight.
Attitude Hold
Attitude hold is used to control the Shuttle spacecraft at a given atti-
tude for a specified time period. The activity starts wit!, the crew perform-
ing a rotation maneuver to place the spacecraft in the desired attitude.
This attitude is then maintained at the desired deadband by the RCS thrusters.
The user specifies the start time, stop time, spacecraft altitude, and
type of hold (inertail or local vertical) as directed by the subject CRT
display. A preparation period prior to the reference start time is included
as for an 0MS maneuver. The maximum number of attitude holds is ten (10) per
flight.
The Rendezvous is used to plane the Shuttle in the proximity of another
spacecraft by mans of a series of propulsive maneuvers. The operatioos of
this particular activity corresnond to the Terminal Phase Finalization (TPF)
maneuvers initiated when the crew activates the GN&C and RCS subsystems,
fixes the spacecraft attitude, and performs a braking burn. A second rota-
tion maneuver performed at the completion of the braking burn completes this
activity. Note that the opertions to achieve orbital transfer through
Terminal Phase Initiation (TPI), or docking, are not included. The 0MS
or RCS translation maneuvers are used for the phasing, height, co-elliptic,
and TPI burns.
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The user specifies the start time of the rotation maneuver and the
oY for the TPF. The time required to achieve the rotation and the TPF are
calculated by the program and included, as well as a preparation period
preceding the referenced start time. The maximum number of rendezvouses
is ten (10) per flight.
Station Keeping
This activity is used to maintain a given spatial relationship between
the Shuttle and another free flying spacecraft. Although not limited to,
this activity usually forms part of the rendezvous or separation sequences
where a waiting period is required to satisfy specific mission and/or space-
craft requirements prior to docking or after undocking. The activity is
preceded by a short preparation period in which navigation and communication
equipment are activated. Spacecraft pointing or attitude hold requirements
to be effected with the RCS subsystem, if required, are not included herein.
The user specifies start time and stop time. A preparation period
preceding the reference start time is included automatically. The maximum
number of station keeping entries is forty (40) per flight.
Docking
The objective of the docking activity is to establ4sn a physical con-
nection between the ^hutt*;e and another spacecraft. Docking i, normally per-
formed efter a rendezvous sequence and preceded by station keeping and includes
the propulsive maneuvers using the RCS subsystem to achieve contact. The
activity includes a rotation and a docking burn.
The user specifies the contact time as a reference stop and the docking
burn L,V. The program calculates the required start time of the docking burn
and includes in addition a preparation period preceding this burn. Displayed
start time is start of the docking burn. Maximum number of dockings is ten
(10) per flight.
Undocking
The objective of this activity is to effect the separation of the Shuttle
from another spacecraft. This activity is initiated by the configuration and
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activation of the G'+8C and RCS subsystems to perform a translation burn to
achieve the physical separation. The activity is completed after a rotation
burn is performed to fix the Shuttle to the desired attitude.
The user specifies the start time (separation) and the separation burn
AV. The program calculates the time of RCS cutoff and includes a post opera-
tion period past this time. The RCS cutoff iS displayed as stop time. Maximum
number of undockings is ten (10) per flight.
Passive Thermal Control PLC)
The objective of this activity is directed toward the utilization of the
space environment to achieve thermal control of the Shuttle. PTC is effected
by rotating the spacecraft at a given rate to expose the entire Shuttle to
the desired environment. The activity is used to stabilize the spacecraft
temperature during prolonged periods of drift flight, or to thermally con-
dition a given subsystem prio r
 to the performance of the activity, such as the
warming of fuel lines prior to the performance of propulsive. maneuvers.
The user specifies the start time and stop time for the PTC period.
This activity may be entered as a cyclic event. Instruction to this effect
is included on the display. Maximum number of passive thermal control periods
is forty (40) per flight.
Extravehicular Activity (EVA
The objective of the EVA is to allow one or more crewmen to egress the
pressurized cabin into free space for the performance of a given mission ob-
jective. The activity is initiated by the crew donning the Astronaut Life
Support Assembly (ALSA) that provides a safe and conditioned environment. A
pure oxygen prebreathing cycle from a portable supply follows to effect de-
nitrogenization of the crew after which the egres.. into free space is accom-
plished via the airlock. At the completion of the assigned task in free space,
the crew returns to the airlock. The pressure of the airlock is equalized with
that of the cabin to allow the crew entry. The activity is completed with the
crew doffing and recharging the ALSA package.
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The user specifies the actual start and stop time of the EVA and the
number of crewoen involved. The program calculate-, a required preparation
period and post period uefore and after the EVA, respectively. Maximum n::''-
ber of EVAs is ten (10) per flight.
Intravehicular Activity (IVA
The objective and characteristics of the IVA are similar in nature to
those of the EVA inasmuch as it involves the egress of one or more crewmen
from the Orbiter cabin.	 In the IVA the transfer is to a pressurized area
which is the same as that of the Orbiter cabin, and therefore is performed
in the unsuited mode, i.e., without the use of the pressurized suits, and
without the necessity to unpressurize the airlock. If the transfer is to an
unpressurized payload the EVA activity should be used rather than IVA.
The user specifies start time and stop time of the actual IVA as well
as number of crewmen involved. Maximum number of IVAs is ten (10) per flight.
Manipulator Operations
The manipulator is used to provide the Shuttle with the capability to
remotely control the deployment and retrieval/service of payloads. The activ-
ity consists in the operation of electromechanical devices that physically
remove the deployable spacecraft out of the payload bay to be released into
space. These operations are supported by the activation of flood lights and
television monitoring equipment. The retrieval/service operation is the same
as above except that the order in which the operations are performed is re-
versed to effect the capture of the free flying spacecraft.
The user specifies the start and stop times associated with operation
of the manipulators. The operation of the manipulator must be for a period
of no less than 0.2056 hours which is required to extend and return the unit.
The program will ignore input and not schedule the activity for an entered
period which is less than .2056 hours. Maximum number of manipulator opera-
tions is ten (10) per flight.
IMU Alignment
The objective of this activity is to align by means of star tracker
measurements the Inertial Measurement Unit of the Shuttle with respect to some
i
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icoordinate system. The activity, as a rule, is performed automatically by
a computer, is initiated by the crew loading the desired parameters and
totally executed by the computer. If the IMU alignment errors exceed the
tolerance limits, a coarse alignment requiring a rotation mane , er using the
RCS system must first be performed and then followed by the aut , ,matic pro-
cedure to complete the alignment. One such maneuver is included in this
activity. This activity should be used only when an alignment is to be per-
formed independently of the OMS maneuver and the deorait preparation, since
it is included as a part of these activities.
The user enters start time and stop time of the IMU alignment. A
preparation period is calculated by the program. Multiple IMU alignments
may be loaded as a cyclic activity. The user will be so advised by the dis-
play. The maximum number of IMU alignments is forty (40) per flight.
Payload Bay Doors
The objective of this activity is to effect the operations required to
open and close the Shuttle payload bay doors. Payload bay doors are opened
by means of electromechanical actuators to provide access to the payload and
to deploy the radiator. This operation is performed as soon as the Shuttle
arrives at its desired orbit. The doors are closed immediately prior to re-
entry.	 In addition, since the radiator is deployed as the pavioad bay doors
are opened, this activity includes operation of the freon pumps in support of
the active thermal control subsystem.
The user specifies the open and close time for the periods the doors
are open. To ensure the user that the payload bay doors are open during a
flight, any modification to the flight block data (Figure 3 of text) will
reschedule the open period. In this respect the user should always check the
open and close times, and modify if necessary, after changes in the flight
block are entered. The minimum time for opening and closing the payload tray
doors is .0958 hours. The maximum number of times this activity can be sched-
uled is ten (10) per flight.
Payload Consumables
The objective of this activity is that of supporting the payload ope ra-
tions. This support consists of the electrical eoe rgy and/or other consum-
ables supplied to the payload from the Shuttle storage and distribution
sys terns.
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The user specifia ,, the start time, stop time, the media, and the con-
tumption rate as supplied to the payload. The media, or type f consumable,
is irlected from a list which accompanies the display on the L . The list
and a typical display are shown on Figure B-l. Multiple entries may be made
at one time through use of the cyclic option. The maximum number of payload
consumable entries is sixty (60) per flight.
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Figure B-l.	 Typical Payload ConsL,.lables Display
and Media List
Computer
The objective of this activity is to support the computer requirements
of the payload imposed on the Orbiter.
The user specifies the start time and stop time for computer operation
as required by the specific payload(s). Up to ten (10) computer operation
periods per flight may be entered. 'Multiple entries may be made through use
of the cyclic option.
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Television TV)
The objective of this activity is to provide additional television
coverage. TV coverage is automatically scheduled during the performance of
EVA and Manipulator Operations. This activity should not be entered by the
user during these operations.
The user specifies the start and stop 	 for the period of TV opera-
tion. Multiple entries may be made through u5o% Of the cyclic operation.
Maximum number of TV operation periods with this activity entry provision
is ten (10) per flight.
Downlink
The objective of this activity is to support the downlink requirements
of the payload.
The user specifies the start and stop times for the period cf data trans-
mission via downlink. The maximum number of downlink transmission periuds is
ten (10) per flight.
L l^ ink
The o'jective of this activity is to support the uplink coirununications
requirements of the payload.
The user specifies the start and stop times for the period of data and/
or control command reception via uplink. The maximum number of uplink recep-
tion periods is ten (10) per flight.
Fuel Cell Purge
The objective of this activity is to provide for the purging of impur-
ities from the reactants used in the production of electrical energy. The
activity is initiated with the activation of purge line heaters used to pre-
clude the possibility of line freeze-up due to the accumulation of moisture,
after which small quantities of oxygen and hydrogen are alternately expelled
using vent valves to effect the purging.
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The user specifies the start and stop time of the actual purging oper-
ation. A preparatior period which includes heater activation i; included
automatically. Multiple entries may be made through use of the cyclic option.
A maximum of forty (40) fuel cell purges per flight may be entered.
Eat
The objective of this activity is to provide the food preparation and
consumption onboard the Shuttle Spacecraft. The activity is initiated by a
; port preparation period in which heaters are activated to heat the food
and water required for meal preparation. The activ i ty is completed when
the crew finish eating.
The user specifies the actual eating period and the number of crew mem-
bers involved. A food preparation period is included automatically. Multi-
ple eat periods may be entered by used of the cyclic option. A maximum of
sixty (60) eat periods may be entered per flight.
Sleek
The objective of this activity is to provide for the sleeping facilities
for the crew onboard the Shuttle. The activity is preceded and followed by a
preparation and post activity period allocated for personal hygiene.
The user specifies the tturt and stop time of the sleep period and the
number of crew members involved. Preparation and post slee p personal hygiene
periods are included automatically. Multiple sleep periods may be entered
via the cyclic option. A maximum of twenty (20) sleep periods per flight are
allowable.
Waste Management
The objective of this activity is that of providing for the waste
management functions of the crew onboard the ShuZtle.
The user specifies the start and stop times of the waste management
function. Multiple waste management periods may be entered through the cyclic
opt i on. A maximu,;, of twenty (20) waste management periods may be entered
per flight.
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IAuxiliary Power Ur t, kAPU) Checkout
The function of the APUs is to provide mechanical shaft power to drive
hydraulic pumps for the operation of the aerosurface controls, main engine
gimbal, landing gear, main wheel brakes, and nosewheel steering. The APUs
are used during prelaunch, ascent, entry, and landing, and these operations
are included in the Flight Common Activity. The objective of this activity
is to provide for the checkout of the APU in addition to and independently
o f the operations already included in the deorbit preparation.
The user specifies Cie start time and stop time for any additional APL
checkouts. A maximum number of ten (1C) of these checkouts may be entered.
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APPENDIX C
PROGRAM INTERNAL GJARDS
Several automated guards have been built into the program both to
ensure that necessary operational aspects of a flight are included and to
provide internal security of the storage arrays. These guards are explained
below.	 In addition to the guards listed, there is a maximum limitation on
displayed scheduling conflicts and constraint violations as discussed in
the text (Section 4).
Automatic Rescheduling of Deorbit Burn and Payload Bay Door Open Period
The program is constructed such that if the length of the flight is
shortened, all previous activities past the revised flight period are auto-
matically deleted. This feature would result in possible deletion of the de-
orbit burn and/or the period the payload bay doors are open. In addition,
an increased fliqht time would result in then: functions being scheduled at
the wrong time with respect to normal operation.
To help ensure the user that the deort?.it buro and a reasonable period
in which the payload bay doors are open are included in the flight, an auto-
matic rescheduling function is included in the program. This automatic re-
scheduling is done at any tune a modification is made to the flight block
(Figure 3 of text). The user should note that if a MOD FLAG is on (1) for
the flight block this rescheduling has taken place. The user should check the
r)cheduling of the deurbit burn and time of payload bay door closing and mod-
ify if necessary.
Flight Block Minimum Time Guard
Several of the phases which make up the flight block have a minimum time
required to perform the operation. To ensure the user these minimum times are
reflected in the flight as scheduled, a guard is included. 	 Entry of a delta
time less than the minimum required to perform the operation will result in
the minimum time being scheduled. There is no message displayed to the user
fAG$ 131.AN$ NCYI' i "IL•
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to the effect that this guard hes been executed. The user will recognize,
under this situation, that the scheduled time is greater than ! 4 entry.
Orbital Phases and Activities Minimum Time Guard
As noted in Appendix B, several of the Orbital Phases and Activities
require a minimum time to perform the operation. The program will ignore an
entry to add an item for which the period from start time to stop time is
less than this minimum (see Appendix b for minimum times as applicable to
each Phase and Activity).
	
In addition, an entry modifying a resident item
to a period less than the minimum will result in deletion of the resident item
and the modified period will not be scheduled. There is no message displayed
to the user that this guard has been executed. Failure to add an entered item
or deletion of an item upon request for a modification is indicative of this
guard being executed. Entry of a time period greater than the minimum will
remedy the situation.
Maximum Overall Number of Phases and Activities
The maximum number of entries for each Orbital Phase and Activity is
included in Appendix Q. The program will not add additional items for a phase
or activity which has reached this limit. Deletion of one or more resident
items for that particular phase or activity will clear this guard for sub-
sequent addition of items.
Maximum Number of Deletions
The program internally uses an array to store unused activity storage
assignment numbers resulting from deletions. The array is limited to 50. The
deletion of 50 items with no additions will set the respective program guard
and the program will ignore requests for further deleti -is. Addition of items
will result in storage assignment numbers being used from this arr ,.y which will
clear the guard for subsequent deletions.
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LACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ALSA Astronaut Life Support Assembly
APU Auxiliary Power Unit
CRT Cathode Ray Tube
ETS External	 Tank Separation
EVA Extravehicular Activity
GN&C Guidance Navigation & Control
GSE Ground Support Equipment
ID Identifier
IMU Inertial	 Measurement Unit
IVA Intravehicular Activity
KW Kilowatt
MECO Main Engine Cut-off
MPP Mission	 Planning Processor
OMS Orbital	 Maneuvering Subsystem
PTC Passive Thermal	 Control
RCS Reaction Control	 Subsystem
RTOP Research and Technology Objectives and Plans
STS Space Transportation System
TPF Terminal	 Phase Finalization
TPI Terminal	 Phase	 Initiation
iV Television
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